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1. THIRD REPORT OF THE CO W.L'јЕЕ (Document А12 /АFL /)3) 

Mr SAIТO (Japan), Rapporteur, read the draft third report of the Committee. 

Decision: The Committee approved in turn each of the draft resolutions 
in sections 1 to 9 of the draft report, subject to an agreement that 
there should be added to the draft resolution in section 4 a footnote 
referring to the document containing the text of the amendments covered 
by that draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should adopt the last paragraph 

of the craft report with the words "was not able to accept" in place of the 

words. "rejected all ". 

It was so agreed. 

Decision: The report as a whole, thus amended, was adopted. 

2. AMENDMENTS ТO THE RULES. OF PROCEDURE OF THE HEALTH ASSEMBLY: Item 7.8 of 
the Agenda (Document А12 /АFL /32, section 2) 

Mrs de HARТINGH (France), Rapporteur of the Legal Sub- Çommittee,presenting 

its report (document А12 /AFL /32), read out section 2 of that report. 

Decision: The draft resolution in that section was approved. 

3. AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC 
ENERGY AGENCY: Item 7.14 of the Agenda (Documents А12 /AFL /5 and А12 /AFL/32, 
section 1) 

Mrs do HARTINGH (France), Rapporteur of the Legal Sub -Committee, read out 

section 1 of its report. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that, in accordance with Rule 67 of the Rules of Procedure, 

any decision by the Committee on the draft Agreement (document Al2 /AFL /5, Annex) 

between WHO and IAEA would require a two- thirds majority of the Members present 

and voting. 

Dr MELLВYE (Norway), saying that the clauses in the draft Agreement were all 

of a very general nature, asked whether, under that Agreement, the protection of 

the population against potential risks to their health due to atomic waste resulting 

from the production of nuclear energy would fall within the competence of WHO. 

In Norway the health authorities bore the main responsibility for protecting the 

population against those risks, and the Norwegian authorities hoped to receive 

guidance from WHO on the subject. 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director -General, said that paragraph 2 of Article I of 

the draft Agreement provided for the recognition by IAEA of "the right of the 

World Health Organization to concern itself with promoting, developing, assisting 

and co- ordinating international health. work, including research, in all its olspects" 

and the recognition by WHO that, without prejudice to that right, IAEA had "the 

primary responsibility for encouraging, assisting and co- ordinating research on, 

and development and practical application of, atomic energy for peaceful uses 

throughout the world ". Paragraph 3 of that article read: "Whenever either 

Organization proposes to initiate a programme or activity on a subject in which 

the Oiher Organization has or may have a substantial interest, the first party 

shall consult the other with a view to adjusting the matter by mutual agreement ". 

Ву virtue of those clauses, any matter in which both the agencies had a substantial 
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interest, such as that to which the delegate of Norway had referred, would have 

to be considered by both agencies, and the first agency to become interested in 

the matter would be under an obligation to consult the other about it with a view 

to concerted action. 

Dr МELТRУ (Norway) said he was satisfied with the clarification given by 

the Secretariat. 

Dr SАRКISOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that his delegation 

had expressed its approval of the Agreement between the two agencies, but had 

made a. reservation to Article III, in the sense that information exchanged between 

the two parties on proposed activities and programmes of work should not be with- 

held from the Executive Board of WHO. Was it correct to state that the first 

sentence of Article III would only have the effect of preventing either of the 

two agencies passing on to other agencies some of the information they exchanged, 

and that Member States and the Executive Board of WHO would be kept regularly 

informed of the information WHO received from IAEA? 

The DEPUTY DIRЕС'TOR�- GENERAL said that the sentence in question was not intended 

in any way to censure that any scientific or technical data would be kept secret. 

It had been included because of the need to respect the confidential character of 

certain general information or certain information concerning individuals, etc., 

which the agencies might obtain. Clauses similar to the one in question appeared 

in other agreements WHO had concluded with other international agencies. There 

was, for example, such a clause in paragraph 2 of Article V of the Agreement between 

WHO and UNESCO, which had been concluded approximately ten years previously. In 
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that connexion he wished to recall that the Director -General had been asked to 

follow the main lines of the agreements between WHO and other specialized agencies 

when engaged in negotiations regarding the draft agreement under discussion. 

The CHAIRMAN put the draft resolution in section 1 of the Legal Sub -Committee's 

report (document А12 /АFL /32) to the vote. 

Decision: The draft resolution was approved unanimously. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR -GENERAL said that the fact that the Committee had approved 

the Agreement with. IAEA unanimously would be of great help in establishing a 

satisfactory relationship between the two agencies concerned. Although it was 

true that all the clauses in it were of a somewhat general nature, he could assure 

the Committee that the• secretariats of the two agencies would play their part in 

implementing it in a spirit of complete and friendly co- operation. 

4. CONVENTION ON THE PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNIТIFs OF ТHE SPECIALТ7 Ю AGENC]ES: 
Item 7..15 of the Agenda 

Status of 'Accessions to the Convention: Item 7.15.1 of the Agenda (Documents 
Al2 /AFL /12 and А12 /AFL /32, section 3) 

Mrs de HARТINGH (France), Rapporteur of the Legal Sub -Committee, read section 

3 of its report. 

Mr SIEGRТ,, Assistant Director -General, Secretary, said the, a report on the 

status of accessions to the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the 

Specialized Agencies had been submitted for consideration at the Eighth World 

Health Assembly, and that Health Assembly had adopted a resolution (WH48.18) 
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noting the relatively small number of Member States that had acceded to the 

Convention and urging Members not parties to the Convention to accede to it. At 

the time of that Health Assembly only twenty -one Members of WHO had been parties 

to the Convention. Since then seven more Members had acceded to it, but approxi- 

mately two -thirds of the Members of WHO still had not done sa. Perhaps the 

Committee would see fit to propose to the Н'.аlth Assembly the adoption of 

draft resolution similar to that adopted at the Eighth World Health Assembly 

and containing an invitation to Member States not parties to the Convention to 

take appropriate.aotion to provide WHO with the privileges and immunities it 

required of them so long as they were not parties to the Convention. 

Mr de CONINCК (Belgium) said that it was necessary to request all States 

which were not parties to the Convention to accede to it if possible, in order 

to avoid difficulties of a nature already encountered. 

Mr К1ТТАNI (Iraq) associated himself with the statement made by the delegate 

of Belgium. He was in favour of the Committee's recommending to the Health 

Assembly the adoption of a draft resolution such as that just suggested by the 

Assistant Director -General. Delegations voting in favour of such a resolution 

would not thereby commit their governments. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee agree to request the Secretariat 

to prepare a draft resolution such as that just suggested by the Assistant 

Director -General. 

It was so agreed. 
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Specifications of Categories of Officials under Section 18 of Article VI of the 
Convention: Item 7.15.2 of the Agenda (Document Al2/AFL /32, Section 4) 

Mrs de НARTINGН (France), Rapporteur of the Legal Sub -Committee, read out 

section 4 of its report (document А12 /АFL/32). 

Decision: The draft resolution in that section of the Sub -Committee`s 
report was approved. 

5. AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION - INCREASE IN THE NUЛEER OF MEMBERS ENTITLED 
TO DESIGNАТE A PERSON TO SERvÿ ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: Item 7.13 of the 
Agenda (Document 112/АВL/32, section 5) (continued) 

Mrs de HARTINGH (France), Rapporteur of the Legal Sub -Committee, read 

section 5 of the Sub -Committee's report. She explained that the Chinese and 

Russian texts with which that section of the report was concerned had been 

certified by the heads of the delegations of China and the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics as exact equivalents of the English, French and Spanish 

texts which had been adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that those Chinese and Russian texts should be 

included in the draft fourth report of the Committee. 

It was so agreed. 

6. SUPPLEMENTARY BUDGET ESTIЛlАТЕS FOR 1959: Item 7.4 of tbe Agenda (Docuaei't 
А12/АFL/9 Rev.1) 

The SECRETARY said that document А12 /АFL /9 Rev.1 contained two supplementary 

estimates for 1959 which had been approved by the Board at its twenty -third session 

(resolution EВ23.R10) amounting to a total of $ 162 366 and in addition a supplementary 
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estimate for 1959 of $ 500 000 for providing an initial credit in the Headquarters 

Building Fund. The document,. whih: hd:bеn prepared after the current Health 

Assembly had made its decision regarding the proposal for an International Health 

and Medical Research Year, unlike the document which it had replaced, (А12 /АFL /9), 

did not contain any provision for activities for giving effect to that proposal. 

Since the total amount of the supplementary estimates in document А12 /АFL /9 Rev.l 

could be obtained by withdrawing amounts from the cash part of the Assembly Suspense 

Account and by using miscellaneous income amounting to $ 33 270, the adoption of 

the draft resolution in paragraph б of document Al2 /AFL /9 Rev.l providing for the 

approval by the Health Assembly of the supplementary estimates listed in the 

document would not make it necessary to call on Members to make additional 

contributions for 1959. 

He was inclined to think that that draft resolution could not be adopted 

unless at least two -thirds of the Members present and voting voted for it, because, 

in the opinion of the Secretariat, adopting it would be tantamount to changing the 

decision taken by the Eleventh World Health Assembly regarding the budget ceiling 

for 1959. 

Decision: The Committee unanimously approved the draft resolution 
in paragraph б of document А12 /AFL /9 Rev.l. 

7. SELECTION OF THE COUNTRY OR REGION IN WHICH THE THIRTEENTH WORLD HEАLТH 
ASSEMBLY WTT,T, BE HELD: Item 7.9 of the Agenda 

The SECRETARY said that, since the Organization had received no invitation 

from any Member State to hold the Thirteenth World Health Assembly in its country, 

the Committee might wish to approve a resolution along the following lines 
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The Twelfth World Health Assembly, 

Considering the provision of Article 14 of the Constitution with 
regard to the selection of the country or region in which the next 

Health Assembly will be held, 

DECIDES that the Thirteenth WorldHealth Assembly shall be held 
in Switzerland. . 

Decision: The draft resolution was approved. 

8. REVIЕW OF РROGRAМME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1960: Item 7.5 of the 
Agenda 

Text of the Appropriation Resolution for the Financial Year 1960: Item 7.5 (0) 

of the Agenda (Resolution ЕB23.R57; Official Records Nos. 89 and 92, 

Chapter V, paragraphs 732 -37) 

The SECRETARY said that the Director -General had submitted proposals to the 

twenty -third session of the Executive Board for changes in the Appropriation 

Resolution for 1960 as compared with similar resolutions for previous years. 

Those proposals, which were dealt with in paragraphs 32 -37 of Chapter V of 

0fficial Records No. 92, had been approved by the Executive Board, which had 

also approved the proposed Appropriation Resolution contained in paragraph 37 

of the same chapter. 

There were two minor changes in the Appropriation Resolution for 3.960. both 

of which concerned paragraph III. One of the changes arose from thе ftсt that 

there would be no transfer from the cash portion of the Assembly Suspense Account, 

and the other from the fact that the Assembly had decided to establish the 

Revolving Sales Fund in place of the Publications Revolving Fund. 
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The Committee would at its meeting on the following day take up consideration 

of Parts I and III of the budget. He therefore proposed that the revised text 

of the Appropriation Resolution for 1960 be placed before the Committee in a 

working paper, together with amounts to be inserted in paragraph III subject to 

the approval of the Committee. 

It was so agreed. 

Consideration oZ Аma1 amation of Special Accounts into a Single Fund: Item 7.5 (d) 

of the Agenda (Official Records No. 92, Chapter V, paragraphs 29 -31; 

Document А12 /АFL /15) 

Dr van Zile HYDE, representative of the Executive Board, said that, as was 

stated in document А12 /AFL /15, the Executive Board had noted that there was a 

large number of special accounts, either already in existence or impending. Тbpse 

included the Malaria Eradication Special Account, the Special Account for Smallpox 

Eradication and the Special Account for Research Planning. 

It had been suggested in the Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance that all those special accounts should be amalgamated into a single fund, 

with sub -accounts to identify contributions made for special purposes. The 

suggestion had been made partly for reasons of good housekeeping and partly 

because it might permit a broader participation in the general fund by Member 

States, and make possible matching contributions in kind as well as in cash. 

The suggestion had been put before the Executive Board, which had tаk otе 

of it, but had had no specific recommendation to make and had decided that the 

matter be brought to the attention of the Assembly. 
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The SECRETARY said that, as a, result of the Executive Board's decision that 

the Assembly should consider the question of amalgamating the special accounts in 

a si гΡ" e fund, the Director -General had thought it would be useful to issue a 

report summarizing the position, which constituted document А12 /AFL /15. The 

Director -General did not think that the question was in any way urgent, although 

he had suggested a possible course of action in his report. In view of the 

decisions which had been, and would be, taken by the present Assembly, the 

Committee might wish to recommend that the whole matter be referred to the 

Executive Board for further study. With that aim in mind, the following draft 

resolution had been prepared: 

The Twelfth World Health Assembly, 

Noting that the Executive Board called the attention of the World 
Health Assembly to the fact that establishment of a multiplicity of 
special accounts had certain disadvantages from an administrative point 
of view; 

Having considered a report by the Director -General on the present 
status of special accounts; 

Believing that the establishment of a single fund should be the 
subject of further study, 

1. REQUESTS the Director -General to submit to the Executive Board at 
its twenty -fifth session a further report on the amalgamation of special 
accounts into a single fund; and 

2. REQUESTS the Executive Board to study this matter and to submit the 
results of such study, together with its recommendations, to the 

Thirteenth World Health Assembly. 

Mr BRADY (Ireland) supported the Secretary's suggestion. The attitude of 

the Government of Ireland was that it would be desirable to limit the number of 

special accounts, and he thus favoured the proposal in document А12 /АFL /15 that 
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they be amalgamated in a single fund. The Malaria Eradication Special Account, 

however, needed special consideration and it was for that reason that he supported 

the Secretary's suggestion that the Executive Board should make a further study 

of the matter. 

Dr McGUINNESS (United States of America) was in agreement with what was 

proposed in document А12/АFL /15. The document showed that there were a number 

of accounts dealing with а variety of diseases and problems, and he agreed with 

the representative of the Executive Board that they should be amalgamated into 

a single fund. His, delegation hoped that the establishment of the "Fund for the 

Conquest of Disease" would lead to broader participation by Member States. He 

nevertheless agreed it would be advisab e to defer the whole matter for a year 

to allow itto be given fuller consideration. 

Mr BUU KIND (Viet Nary) supported the proposal to amalgamate the various 

special accounts. The existence of special accounts was justified only in the 

case of important programmes like that for the eradication of malaria, and not 

in the case of smaller programmes like those for the eradication of smallpox and 

yaws. 

Mr de CONINCK (Belgium) supported the views which had been expressed by the 

delegates of Ireland nndthe United States of America. 

Mr LE POOLE (Netherlands) drew attention to a statement which had been made 

by the delegate of the Netherlands at the twenty -sixth session of the Economic 

and Social Council when the report of the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination 
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had been discussed. The delegate of the Netherlands had called attention to the 

ever -increasing number of extra -budgetary projects and programmes. He had gone 

on to say: "As originally conceived, the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies had only their regular budgets, out of which all activities wvre to be 

financed. Gradually, however, a number of extra -budgetary programmes have 

developed ". After referring to a number of those programmes, including the 

malaria eradication programme of WHO, he had stated: "The growth of these extra - 

budgetary programmes creates complications, In the first place they make it much 

more difficult to view the programmes of the United Nations family as a whole. 

Secondly, each of the programmes is accompanied by fundraising campaigns which 

force governments to make decisions on contributions at different times during 

the year. In this way a comparative appraisal of the merits of each appeal becomes 

well nigh impossible,." 

Since that statement had been made, the Netherlands Government had given 

further consideration !;:, the system of establishing special funds for special 

activities, and had come to the conclusion that in the long run those funds would 

create further difficulties in the execution of programmes. Therefore, although 

his delegation would not oppose a further study by the Executive Board, it would 

not be able to support any proposal for the creation of new fuds 

Decision: The draft resolution suggested by the Secretary was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 11.5 a.m. 


